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Abstract

This paper presents an actuator that adopts the Lorentz-force actuation with novel

magnetic circuits to achieve two independent linear and rotation motions.

1 Introduction

A linear-rotary actuator has been an essential tool for high-speed pick-and-place

applications. It offers a translation motion and an angular motion about the

translational axis for additional changes to orientation functions. In this paper, a novel

EM-driven linear-rotary actuator is presented. High output force is a critical factor to

overcome the stiffness of the flexure-based bearings which are used as supporting

bearings to achieve high positioning resolution. Therefore, this paper mainly focuses

on the design of the magnetic circuits adopted in both linear and rotary modules. Both

modules are governed by the Lorentz-force theorem where force, F, is proportional the

current, I, coil length, L, and magnetic flux density, B, from the magnets (PM)

F = ILB (1)

Here, force generated will propel the coils, which will be supported by the flexure

joints, to move (Fig. 1b). Hence, the displacement of each module is governed by the

stiffness of these flexure joints, i.e., N/m, (Fig. 1c).

Figure 1: Working principle of a Lorentz-force driven coil supported by flexure joints

In this work, the targeted specifications of the actuator are ±5mm stroke, ±45° angular

motion, 10N thrust force, 0.05N-m torque, with an accuracy of ±2 encoder counts.
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Assuming that the stiffness of these flexures is linear, force generated will determine

the displacement of each module. With the stiffness of flexure joints being designed at

0.8 N/mm and 0.22 N-m/° in the linear and rotary modules respectively, the EM

component of the respective module must generate at least 14N of force and 0.06N-m

of torque. To obtain the required force and torque, based on Eq. 1, we should increase

the magnetic flux density as it is the only potential solution without increasing heat

generation.

2 Linear module

This module adopts a Dual-Magnet (DM) configuration [1] which is formed by two

PMs placed facing each other in an attracting position, to increase the magnetic flux

density. Fig. 2a shows that the magnetic flux density generated from the DM

configuration (bottom) is evenly distributed and is 40% higher as compared the

conventional circuit (top). Hence, a higher force-current sensitivity can be achieved

and the linearity of output force over the targeted stroke can be ensured by having the

moving coil operating within the well-distributed field region (Fig. 2b) [2].

Figure 2: DM-configuration in the linear module

3 Rotation module

In conventional angular-motion EM schemes, it requires at least a two-phase control

scheme to generate an angular motion (Fig. 3). In this work, a circular Halbach

magnet array made up of eight arc-shaped PM (Fig. 3b: each arrow indicates the field

orientation), is proposed to generate an angular motion of ±45° using a single-phase

control scheme. Referring to Fig. 3b, the coil is wound perpendicularly to the

magnetic field and two opposite output forces will be generated upon energizing the

coil to rotate the rotor about the central axis. Most importantly, experimental results

plotted in Fig. 3c shows that the magnetic flux density is large (~0.6T) and constant

throughout the coil operating region. Hence, a large torque can be generated through

this circular Halbach magnet array.
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Figure 3: Halbach PM array in the rotation module

4 Prove of concept

A prototype, which couples both modules, is developed (Fig. 4). At this stage of

research, the prototype serves as a performance evaluation platform for both

proposed magnetic circuits, therefore, only conventional ball-bearing linear guides

and rotary bearings are used. Here, the linear stator with DM configuration is

constructed in cylindrical shape. The linear translator carries the moving coil and

provides a mechanical motion when the coil is energized. The rotation module is

stacked on top of the linear module while the linear guides are used to support the

linear translator. Subsequently, the rotary bearings support the rotor of the rotation

module which in turn decouples the linear and rotation motions.

Figure 4: Prototype of the proposed linear/rotary EM actuator.

Figure 5: Force generated from linear module Figure 6: Torque generated from rotation
module

The prototype has a pocket-size dimension of 12x12x5cm3 where the DM-configured

linear module produces an output force of 14N at 98ºC as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6

shows that the Halbach-based rotation module achieves an output torque of 0.06N-m

at 91ºC. In addition, the prototype has also achieved ±5mm stroke and ±45° angular
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motion. Within the stroke range, 14N output force was achieved. However, 0.06N-m

torque was only registered at neutral position. At ±45°, torque dropped to 0.045 N-m

as some coils were out of the field region. Recently, the linear module was reused in

the latest version prototype where a pair of stainless steel flexure joints is used to

support the linear translator (Fig. 7a). Using a PID controller and an optical linear

encoder (5nm/count), the linear module achieves ±15nm positioning resolution (Fig.

7b). With flexure stiffness of 0.8 N/mm, the module achieved the targeted 10N output

force. At this stage, flexure joints have yet to be incorporated into the rotation module.

Nevertheless, the performance of the linear module looks promising and the new

version prototype will be built upon the success of this platform where the rotor of

rotation module will be connected to the output shaft.

Figure 7: An improved version of linear modular where the moving coil is supported by flexure

5 Conclusion

A novel linear-rotary EM actuator which offers a translation motion and a rotation

motion about the translation axis is presented. Here, novel magnetic circuits are

proposed to enhance the force generation. Consequently, the developed prototype has

achieved 14N force and 0.06N-m torque, which is the required force and torque

needed to overcome the stiffness of the flexure joints while achieving the targeted

performances. A separate platform using a DM-configured linear module with the

flexure joints has also shown a positioning resolution capable of achieving ±15nm

with a 10N output force. With such performance, this actuator can extend its pick-&-

place applications to higher precision applications.
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